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Use of GIS techniques to identify areas to consider when designing
the Posada – Sinaia motorway sector so as to meet sustainable
development requirements
Robert DOBRE

Abstract. In the present geo-political context, Romania plays an important role at the level of passengers and goods
transport, as a basis between Central and Western Europe on the one hand, and Asia Minor and the Middle East on the
other hand. At the end of the 20 th century, the mountainous axis Bucharest – Ploiesti – Brasov was one of the most
circulated axes from the entire Carpathian bow. Railway traffic, but especially road traffic had already exceeded the
infrastructure’s limits, even if it was extended and modernized in different stages.
The mountainous highway would cross several sectors which are difficult from the point of view of the relief
(narrowing, abrupt slopes with intense geo-morphological processes) but also from the point of view of lands’ use (the
axis of mountainous resorts Sinaia – Busteni – Predeal). Thus, the identification of areas which are suitable for the
construction of the first mountainous highway from Romania in the context of sustainable development proves to be an
extremely important challenge.
With the help of GIS techniques, by interposing several types of spatial data, it was identified a straightway of
mountainous highway which would cross the clough, having a reduced impact upon environment, and in accordance
with European norms. The project was done at the scale 1:3000, by interposing several ground mappings, morphographic maps (lands’ use, tectonic maps, lithological maps, geomorphological maps) and morphometric maps
(declivities, fragmentation density, relief energy). The precise representation of the crossed area was done by
juxtaposing orto-photo-plans over the numerical model of the land. The radiuses of curves, the buckets and declivities
were done according to European norms, so that they could allow a circulation with the speed of 120 km/hour in safety
conditions
Keywords: motorway, Prahova, GIS, geomorphotehnical map

The transport connection, over the Carpathians,
along the Prahova and Râşnoavelor Valleys, is of a
more recent date compared to the other available
options (Rucăr-Bran Couloir and Telejenului
Valley) which served this purpose as early as the
Antique Era or the Middle Ages. The route along
Prahova Valley was first mentioned in a document
dated back to 1358 by which the Hungarian King,
Ludovic, grants free passage to Brasov
merchandisers between Buzau and Prahova,
meaning from Ialomita’s discharge into the Danube
up to Siret’s (Nistorescu, 2004).
In the current context, with Romania part of the
European Union, its responsibilities in terms of
improving the transport flow are greater. As such, in
order to create the basis of a healthy economic
development, Romania started investing in the
development of a strong, well planned, homogenous
transport infrastructure, a suitable extension to the
transport links crossing the old continent.
Planned to link Constanţa to Central and
Western Europe (from Braşov onwards by the
Transylvanian Motorway to Cluj Napoca – Oradea
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or through Fagaras Depression on to Sibiu,
connection with the 4th Pan-European Corridor), the
future A3 motorway is the first infrastructure of the
kind crossing the Carpathians. To implement this
project, the Prahova Valley – Râşnoavei Valley
route was chosen over Cozia – Turnul Roşu (Olt
Valley) based on traffic value surveys despite the
restrictions imposed by the relief or the many urban
areas crossed through. An average of 22.413 cars /
day use the Bucharest – Ploieşti – Braşov route
whereas the Bucharest – Piteşti – Rm. Vâlcea route
is merely used by 12.492 cars / day (according to
the Ministry of Transport).
In view of the above, considering the need to
build a motorway along Prahova’s Couloir, the
current study aims, among other things, to identify
the best alignment for the construction of a fast
transport connection. The large number of cars
taking this route (figure 1 A) and the need to provide
an efficient transport link, not only for strategic
reasons but also to prevent disruptive events (figure
1 B), recommend this project as a priority.
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Fig. 1 – Busy traffic along D. 1 quite common during weekends – A; bizarre situation considering the rank of this transport
route – European Connection, transhumance Vadul Cerbului – Sinaia – B
(foto: Dobre, 2008)

Most of the times, for financial reasons
consultancy companies developing motorway
projects neglect certain environment aspects
(whether it is the local geology, geomorphology or
flora
and
fauna).
Although
temporarily
advantageous financially, this kind of approach may
turn out to be several times more costly, when
calculated against the entire operation period, as a
result of environment related costs, maintenance or
other hidden costs. Still, building at the lowest price
proves sometimes more tempting than landscape
integrated solutions.
These considered the current study aims to
provide a methodology, a model, to help design
such infrastructure in mountain areas, applicable
further for the analysis of similar areas in the
Carpathians. To this purpose, several field trips
were taken so as to collect data and GIS techniques
were used in lab analyses.
In terms of design, the chosen study area (The
Posada Defile) is actually the most challenging
section of the Bucharest – Braşov Motorway.
The first step in this endeavour was to identify,
with the help of GIS techniques, surfaces suitable
for the construction of such infrastructure that is,
areas within the following parameters:
- over 26m wide;
- of low gradient;
- that do not overlap the existing road or
railway infrastructure;
- with stable lithology.
At this stage, the previously prepared
geomorphotechnical map was, as expected, a very
useful tool (Dobre et al., 2011) (fig. 2).
The access point in the defile area, located at an
absolute altitude of 622.5 m with Posada train

station as landmark, shall be considered kilometer
0+000 of this Section which stretches up to the
junction with DN1, near Sinaia’s Izvor Suburb
(located at an absolute altitude of 770m) over a
distance of 6.8 km (km 6+800) (figure 3).
Further, the motorway alignment was
established by drawing the axis of the future
infrastructure keeping in mind the above mentioned
parameters. Along the axis, two parallel lines were
drawn, 13m apart on either side of the axis, thus
establishing the usable width of the motorway.
Based on the elevation contour lines extracted
from 1:5000 scale topographic maps, through
interpolation, a numeric terrain model was
generated where each pixel equals 1 square m. At a
later stage, based on the DEM, absolute elevation
points were generated (over 121000 points), 3 m
apart from each other, intersecting the previously
established axis of the motorway (figure 4)
The longitudinal profile of this motorway
section was determined by intersecting the road axis
to the absolute elevation points established thus
demonstrating that the low gradient requirement is
met (fig 5). The difference in elevation for this
motorway section, roughly calculated against the
elevation of its starting point (kilometer 0+000) and
that of its end point (kilometer 6+800), is 148 m.
When analyzing the longitudinal profile of the
motorway the following parameters are of interest:
the ideal motorway profile (as per the mean gradient
– represented in red), the actual motorway showing
slight upward / downward variations (the yellow
line), and the contour line of the existing landforms
(the red line).
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Fig. 2 – Posada Defile Section of the Motorway Project overlapped onto the geomorphotechnical map, valuable source of
geomorphologic data

Fig. 3 – Motorway
alignment, solution
proposed for the
Floreiul Basin
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Emergency lane
2 lanes 2x3.5 m
Motorway axis

Absolute elevation
points

Fig. 4 – Configuration of the Posada Motorway Section against the absolute elevation points determined for this Defile area

Fig. 5 – Posada Defile Section, longitudinal profile

The mean gradient of the Posada Defile
motorway section, calculated as ratio between the
difference in elevation and the length of the section,
is 2.18%, an average value if calculated against
gradient values of similar European road
infrastructures crossing the Alps. By further
analyzing the particularities of the motorway
alignment, 3% gradient sectors were identified in
the case of which specific regulations related to
length and alternation with lower gradient sectors
are to be observed. As per the European Normative
an additional climbing lane is to be included in the
design of long uphill sectors of 3% to 4% gradient
and over whereas in the case of downhill steep
sectors the design of an additional lane is necessary
to prevent overuse of brakes which may overheat
causing runaway vehicles. The length of the high
gradient sectors identified along this motorway
alignment does not require such technical solutions.
In order to properly analyze the motorway
design, the 6.8 km long section was divided into 68
sectors, 100 m long, which were further included in

a database and analyzed against several parameters
such as: absolute elevations at the beginning and the
end of the sector, sector difference in elevation,
elevation variation, and extreme absolute elevations
within the sector (fig. 6).
The data obtained up to this point was included
in a database with the help of which new data was
generated through spatial analyses. Thus, by
analyzing the motorway profile against the relief
profile the technical solutions necessary along each
of the 100 m long sectors could be identified:
tunnels, cut and fill earthworks, floor, viaducts, etc
(figures 7 and 8).
For instance, the tunnel shall be the best
technical solution for instances where the difference
in elevation is 20 and over for the same point as
identified on the motorway’s profile against the
relief’s profile. Also, should the difference in
elevation be negative, take the case of a 7m
difference, the best technical solution is fill
earthworks (figure 9).
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Fig. 6 – Parameters analyzed for each of the 68 motorway sectors identified
Technical solutions

Values

Floor

-5 la +5

Cut earthworks

+5 la + 15

Tunnel

> +15

Fill earthworks

- 5 la – 15

Viaducts

< -15

Fig. 7 – Technical solutions as per the established difference in elevation

Fig. 8 – Interrelation between the two profiles

By reclassifying the 68 motorway sectors theme
we could generate, for each of these, the best
technical solution in line with the configuration of
the relief (figure 10). The results thus achieved
could be analyzed (figure 11). The identified

Fig. 9 – Technical solutions as per the difference in elevation
between the two profiles

technical solutions could further be represented in a
linear graphic of the motorway section indicating
also their location on either side of the motorway
(figure 12).
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Fig. 10 – Technical solutions generated automatically through the classification of the database

Fig. 11 – Graphic representation of the technical solutions identified as necessary after re-classification
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Fig. 12 – Location of the works necessary on either side of the motorway

The current study also takes on evaluating the
feasibility of the presented design in terms of radius
of the curves and horizontal curvature, extremely
important parameters in determining the safest
maximum speed. This analysis was carried out as
per the European standards in force as presented in
TEM Standards and Recommended Practice.

Each curved motorway sector was perfectly
overlapped onto circles, as shown in figures 13 A
and B, so as to calculate their radius.
As per the table presented under section 3.1.4 of
the European Highways Design Standard based on
the radius of curves four categories of safe speeds
were identified (figure 14).

Fig. 13 – The sectors of the Posada Motorway Section that curve were overlapped onto circles
Safest maximum speed (km/h)
Minimum curve radius (m)

140
1000

120
650

Fig. 14 – Interrelation curve radius - safest maximum speed

100
450

80
240
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Fig. 15 – Attribute table indicating the interrelation between
‘the perimeter of the circle’, radius’, ‘gross speed’ and ‘safest maximum speed’

The curve radius of ten of the curves occurring
along the 6.8 km section was determined with the
help of the GIS tool and the data was then introduce
into the attribute table as new field. These values
were calculated by measuring the lengths of the
circles based on the following formula:
L=2πR
Based on the resulting values and considering
the data in the table above, the recommended gross
speed was determined for each of the analyzed
curves, further the safest maximum speed (which
may be lower or equal to the gross speeds
determined) could also be established (figure 15).

By this exercise was determined that three of
the curved sectors part of this Motorway Section
require a speed limit of 80 km/h (sectors located
near the entrance point in the defile area), another
three curved sectors are to observe a speed limit of
100 km/h (also located in the first few kilometers)
whereas the curved sectors forming the central body
of this design allow speeds as high as 120km/h (two
of them) and even 140km/hour (another two)
(figure 16).
The motorway project vector was exported
under .kmz format and then imported into Google
Earth for a better visualization (figure 17).

Fig. 16 – Graphic representation of the safest maximum speeds along the Posada Defile Motorway Section
(red = max 80km/h, orange=max 100km.h, yellow=max 120km/h, green=maxim 140km/h)
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Fig. 17 – The motorway project as imported under .kmz format into Google Earth
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